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Welcome to the 4spaces Stripe-Tease webtool – one way of capturing this special wallpaper collection
and it‘s wide range of 53 designs in 6 variations each.
The purpose of this tool is
a) to have fun!
b) get addicted to our stripes
c) help to understand the range and viarity of this wallpaper collection
d) to assist the visual planing of wallpaper projects and
e) to get lost – in a good way – within the nearly endless possibilities in combinations
To get the best out of it, here some using advise, if you not already found out by your own:

The content size is defined by the 6 wallpaper panels. Means that on different screens you may not see the whole tool without
scrolling. If this is so, just adjust the browser window in width/hight until you have everything in sight.

You can choose between two ways to get an idea of the 53 designs.
Either you select the design by it‘s reference nr. or you go crazy .... meaning random. If you choose the second, the design nr. on the
top will follow, so you will still know which design was randomly picked.

When you find your lucky design, you can start to click through the 6 variations:
vertical / horizontal / curve / angle / watermarks / wave
Additionally you can click up side down to flip the panel. If you have created your personal wallpaper wall, you can choose another
design and the selection of the variations stays the same.

Let‘s say you fell in love with one of your stripe creations: Save them temporarly with the heart and see your selection in the list.
Each combination (not with the up side downs) is saved with a unique code.
This code is also in the URL, so if you want to send to someone or save for sure, copy the URL.

Any questions? email us!
More information about the products? see our website!
It‘s a pleasure to tease you. Let the show begin.
4Spaces

